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INTRODUCTION 
Comminution, reduction in size, is one of the most important, yet 
least understood, steps in mineral dressing. So that more efficient 
comminuting devices may be designed and constructed, a better lmowledge 
of the relationship between energy consumption and size reduction is 
desired. 0 casional studies during the last 100 years have produced 
a few ' aws" purporting to descr be this relationship. In each case, the 
promulgators and supporters of these laws have presented experimental 
evidence for their verification. Obviously, all of these advocated 
p actices cannot be correct. To the mill designer, the problem is 
"Which, if any, of these laws are valid." In an effort to answer the 
above question, this investigation was undertaken to study and evaluate 
the best-lmown re at onships. 
THEORETICAL BACKGROUND 
The requirements of a good comminution theory are manifold. Ob- 
viously, any theory should g ve consistent results for all aspects of 
the condit ons being described. 
s that the theory app y to al 
For comminution, the necessary condition 
conminut on operations, including all 
size ranges. Furthermore, a theory must be supported by experimental 
data. A comminution theory fitting the above conditions must be based 
on two major premiseso 
the products is necess ry; 
energy mput s essent ~ 
a size-distr but on relationship to des r be 
(2) ~ r~la,ion between size reduction and 
SIZE-DISTRIBUTION RELATIONSHIPS 
For many years, a relationship between weight distribution and s
0
ze 
was thought to exist for homogeneous materials. (Homogeneous materials 
are those which do not show preferential breaking.) One of the earlier 
equations proposed to explain the relation was an empirical equation by 
Gaudin (5)o 
1. 
Where is the weight per cent retained on a screen of size X, and pass- 
ing the next larger size PX. C and mare constants. This relationship 
means that a log-log plot of weight per cent retained versus size should 
give a straight line. However, for homogeneous materials, the equation 
fits only in the fine-s ze ranges. 
Another relationship which is different in form but which repre- 
sents essentially the same thing is that of Rosin and Ramml.er (9). 
-(~)m 
R=lOO e 2. 
Where R is the cumulat ve eight per cent finer than size X, Kand m 
being constan s. gain this is nothing more than an empirical equation 
to describe size distribution. 
In 1940, chuhman 9) der ved a modified form of the Gaudin equa- 
tion, which he felt had a greater appl cat~on& The derivation is as 
follows 
-2- 
Let y equal cummulative weight per cent finer than x, then 
y = z::w. 
X X X - h. h h W corresponds to-,-, -S••~, w ic is t e geometric 
pl P2 P3 
screen series. 
(X m X m c(x )m + y = C -) C -) + . ~ • pl P2 P3 
Cm (p 1 1 )m y = + ••• • P2 P3 l 




(cp )- m K = 100(1 pm) 
and substitute K l.l'lto the above equation. 
This is chuhmann s equation. The constant K takes on a physical 
meaning, 111 that it is equal to the screen size, which will pass 100% 
of th product. Schuhmann contends that the equation is superior to 
Gaudin s because its terms have s11I1ple physical interpretations. However, 
it must be, eme bered that Gaudin's relationship is empirical, and there- 
fore chuhmann s equatio must necessarily be empir cal. Schuhmannts 
equat on can also be de ived from the Rosin-Ranmler equation. 
Although chuhmann s equation has been widely accepted and applied, 
·t holds only in th f e-size range. In some instances, only 15% of the 
pro uct follo s th eq 
70 0 80. 
ion; hereas in others the relation holds up to 
self admitted this limitation of his equation. 
-3- 
Another interesting size-distribution relation has been introduced 
by Andreasen (5), who states "If we fractionate a crushed material on 
a sequence of screens, the openings of which increase in constant ratioJ, 
we obtain fractions of which the weight increases similarly in constant 
ratio, and indeed in the same ratio." This postulate can be symbolic- 
ally represented as 
W=CX. 4. 
This is Gaudin s equation when m 1. Actually, the equation represents 
the 11.mitmg condit on (steepest slope) found experimentally. It is 
of interest to note that Gaudm and Hukki (5 were able to construct 
synthetic, size-distribution curves with a modified form of the An- 
dreasen equation. These synthetic curves compare favorably with ex- 
perimental curves. 
Gaudin and Hukki 5) also introduced another important modification 
of the Andreasen Postulate by suggesting that a relationship exists be- 
tween size and surface area. Their analysis is as follow-so 
First, the relationship between screen size and surface area 
is g ven by 
s=49,. 5 
Where Sis the spec·fic surface (surface per unit volume), 
X the s ze, and q ·s a constant. The shape factor q is 
a corre ton for nonsphericity; for cubes and spheres, it is 




Since Sis s rface/volume and Wis density x volume, 
Surface - Constant. 
In other words, the surface per size fraction is a constant. The 
relationship is confirmed in the fine-size region when the following two 
ideas are introduced. First, the ratio of the measured S per grade to 
the calculated S from size is not constant but increases with increas- 
ing size. Secondly, the old surface distributes itself into the new 
fragments m proportion tot eir weights. With these two modifications, 
the relat1onsh0p becomes 
Sn C. 6. 
where Sn is the new sur ace per grade, and C is a constant. 
Bond ) also mtroduced a distr but·on equation in the deriva- 
t on of his Third Theory of Conminut on. 
1 
y 80 ~) 1/2 
Where Y s the cumulative per cent passing size X, and Pis the screen 
size wh ch 80% of he product passes. Ac ording to Bond, a log-log 
plot of cumulat ve we ght per cent passing versus size gives a slope 
of l/V2 Bond ob allled th s figure by averagJ.ng the experimental re- 
sults from many materials. 
It is of interest to note tat Bond's equation is only a modified 
form of the Schuhmann equation Basica y, the difference between the 
two is this Bond assumes that all homogeneous materials follow the 
same slope; Schuhmann recognizes that they do not. 
5 
ENERGY-SIZE REDUCTION RELATIONSHIPS 
In an investigation of energy-size reduction relationships, an 
understanding of the distribution of energy in the corrminution system 
is important. Quite clearly, energy is lost in transmission, but where 
and how is the other energy used or wasted? Bond maintains that the 
bulk of the necessary energy input is utilized in deformation of the 
particles and released as heat through internal friction. Rittinger 
states that the useful energy is changed :into surface energy. Charles (2) 
suggests that some of the energy is stored as strain energy in the form 
of residual stresses, some goes to heat, and some to new surface energy./ 
Considering these ideas, this paper will now discuss the empirical re- 
lationships between size reduction and the total energy input. 
Probably the oldest of such relationsh psis 
dE = -C d.x xn 8. 
where dE is an infinitesimal energy change, dX is an infinitesimal size 
change, Xis the obJect size, and C is a constant. Although the relation 
ship is purely empirical, it is widely accepted. Furthermore, the equa- 
tion applies to all comminution of brittle, homogeneous material (2) 
In 1867, Rittinger proposed a theory that the energy useful in 
connninution is proportional to the new surface area produced (2). In an 
equation form, Rittinger s theory is 
-6- 
where Eis the use ul e ergy, K is a constant, (f is the specific surface, 
Xis the partic es ze (The subscripts 1 and 2 refer to the feed and 
products, respective y) Gaudin and Hukki (5) and Gross and Zimmerly (7) 
have submitted evidence confirming Rittingerts equation 
Severa years la er (1895, Kick proposed another interesting 
theory (2), postulating that equivalent amounts of energy should resul 
in equivalent geometrvc changes in the size of the pieces of a solid. 
This theory is rep esented by the equation 
E K log xi 
2 
where the symbo shave the same meaning as shown above Many experi- 
menters feel that Kicks theory is not followed in crushing and grinding 
systems, but no one has def:i..n°tely proved this pos tion. Inf ct, ve 0f·- 
cation has been obtained or the machining of metals (3), but Swennson 
and Murkes 2) con ude from their expe .imental data that Kicks law 
does not apply or gr dmg 
In 1952, Bond l proposed h·s Th ·d Theory of Comm.inution, which 
considers the otal work necessary to break materia from an infinite 
size to a size mod us P the 80% pass·ng size on a screen analysis 
plot) The basis f o t e Th 
Ord Theory s as follows• Strain energy 
absorbed varies as part c e vo ume or as the cube of the d
0
ameter 
n3. Conunin on begins as 1c ack t ps" are formed on the surface and/o 
m the body of the part c e When a crack tip forms, the strain energy 
2 flows to the s face, h ch var0es as D. For irregularly shaped par icles 
that are b oken the strain pattern ·s intermediate between if and JY. 
s 
The average va e s D2• Cons der now th t the number of particles per 
7- 
unit weight varies as 1/fY, then energy is proportional to D f divided 
by TY, which is equal to 1/{D. Such is the foundation of the Third Theory. 
Although the rigor of this reasoning is not clear to this writer, it 
is nevertheless presented by Bond as "the basis of the Third Theory'', 
which, rendered verbatim, is thus& "The total work useful in breakage 
which has been applied to a stated weight of homogeneous broken material 
is inversely proportional to the square root of the diameter of the 
product partic es." Further considerations are that the useful work is 
directly proportional to the length of the crack tip formed, and directly 
proportional to the square root of the surface area formed (1). Represent- 
ed as an equation, Bonds theory is 
11. 
or for the crushmg of a material of size Fg0 to size P80: 




where Wi is the work index, which depends upon the nature of the material 
being broken; and P80 and F80 are the 80% passing sizes. Although Wi was 
originally presented as a constant, Bond has recently aclmowledged that 
it may be a variable He further states that the usefulness of his equa- 
tion is not l.IIlpaired so long as W varies in a predictable manner. 
Bonds theory has recently been criticized for embracing three maJor 
wealmesses (2)· 
1. It is impossible to break particles of uniform size into 
smaller -- and still uniform -- sizes. 
-8- 
2. A single number size modulus) cannot possibly describe the 
many possib ewe ght distributions in a given product. 
J. If two products of equal size modulus are crushed, they yield 
two products of different sizes and size moduli. 
In 1957, Charles 2 proposed a theory which he says is flexible 
enough to eliminate the above weaknesses. Charles asserts that a suit- 
ab e equation can be derived from the basic equation 
dx dE - -C n. 8. 
X 
and from a suitable si e-d stribution relationship. He chooses to use 
the chuhmann equat on because ut successfully describes the size dis- 
tribution of homogeneo s materials. Charles derivation is as fol owsg 




Since the bas c energy equat0on g ves the infinites:una amount of 
energy required to crush a partic e of size X, the total a.mount of 
e ergy s as fo lowso 
Too, since dy l.S the total we g t in an infinitesimal fraction of 
the product, the energy to crush a portion dy is thusg 
dE [t C dx J dy. Xm 
dE [t C QX J 100 m xm 1 dx, xn kfh Xm 
Upon integration of the above equa ion between the limits of 0 
and K, Charles equation is obtainedg 
E - AK1 n 13. 
where A Cm . (n- ) (m-n+L) 
and, 
where C is a constant, K ·s the size modulus, n is a constant great- 
er than 1, and mis a constant. 
It is of interest to note that Kicks, Rittinger s, and Bonds 
equations can be derived direct y from the basic equation when the follow 
ing values are assigned ton 
Kick 
Rittinger 
n - 1 
n 2 
Bond n - 1.5 
R ttinge sand Bonds equation can likewise be obtained from Charles' 
equation by assignment of the same values ton. 
The important thing to remember about Charles' equation is that the 
value o~ the constant n depends both upon the material and the manner 
of reduct on. In other words, every material has a different value of 
n; but for a given material and conmmution system n remains constant. 
In the Charles equation, the value of m-n 1 approaches O for hard 
brittle mater al. Both Charles and Schuhmann observe this fact. How- 
ever, if m-n+ is equa to O, then the derivation of Charles equation 
is not valid. To remove the discrepancy, Schuhmann (8 proposes that the 
energy-s ze reduction relationship can be derived directly from his size- 
distribution equation. The equation obtained is 
0 
This equation means that the absolute value of the slope of a Schuhmann 
size-distribution plot (log-log of the total per cent passing, versus 
size) is equal to the absolute value of the slope of a log-log plot of 
the energy input, versus the size modulus - k. 
From the Schuhmann energy equation, an equation for measuring 
grindability can be derived. By substituting 
xm 
y - 100 ( .... ) k 
into 
one obtains E - A 100 x m 
If Xis assigned a value of 1 nnn, then 
A 
E = 100 Ymm 15 
The grmdabil ty is the volume or total percentage) finer than a unit 
size (ynm) per unit energy. Since Ynm is independent of the energy 
numbers assigned to the var ous size fractions, it is not surprising that 




Smee the p rpose of this study has been to evaluate and to com- 
pare existing comminut·on theories, grinding tests have been conducted. 
Furthermore, to evaluate existing energy-size reduction relationships, 
both the energy useful and the degree of size reduction achieved must 
be measured. Actua y, both of.these entities are difficult to define. 
In the first pace, energy useful in conminution cannot be measured 
directly. Although the useful energy ·s certainly related to the total 
energy input, the form of the relationship is not known. Energy is 
wasted in transmission, heat, sound, vibration, residual strain, etc 
Charles (2), as wel as Charles and deBruyn (3), present experimental 
evidence to justify their be e that energy useful is a constant frac- 
tion of energy input. though their con lus·on is not set forth w0th 
rigor, it provides a og cal 
pedient, in this study it 
orkmg premise; and, as a necessary ex- 
s adopted as a relative measure of useful 
energy. 
The second d ficulty encountered is in finding a suitable means 
of expressing the degree of size redu tion. Actually, particle size 
itself is rat er indefm·te. T ggart states that the "Average size of 
a mass of fragmenta partic es, usual y stated as an average diameter, 
is a subject about which there is much talk and no positive lmowledge.' 
( 0). Moreover, average size may be describable in terms of volume, or 
surface area, as we1 as by d ameter. Adding to this difficulty is the 
fact that a product contains many sizes. It must be decided whether a 
smgle number such as a siz modulus, or an equation (such as Schuh- 
mann s equation) adeq ately describes th s d stribution. Schuhmann s 
-12 
equat on is chosen for th0s invest·gation because of its general accep- 
tance as an accurate representation of natural y produced, size distri 
but ions. 
MATERIALS: 
The q artz selected for testing 
0
S very pure, massive variety 
from Sappington, Montana. Each test sample was prepared in the follow- 
ing manner. F st, about 4000 gm of quartz was reduced to -10 mesh by 
repeated crushing int e Jaw crusher. Fo owing each pass through the 
crusher, the minus 10 mesh fract·on was hand-screened off; then the 
plus 10 mesh fraction was re-er shed. Being crushed, the quartz was 
split until several 500 gm samples were obtained. The grinding tests 
were cond cted on these samp es. 
The barite se ected s likew'se a pure variety containing 98% Baso4• 
The manner of sample preparat on para leled that for quartz, except 
that nu.nus 6 mesh stead of min s O mesh was used for mill feed. Th s 
selection was made because bar0 e s considerably softer than is quartz. 
Too, a ligh er rod oad was sed in 2 of the 3 series of tests. In one 
of the test seres, them Is 10-mesh material was screened off so that 
the mil feed wo d be of un arm size. 
GRINDINGg 
All exper1lllen s ere conducted with a laboratory rod mil, which 
s 9.5 lll. long ( s de, 7 6 lll. d arneter and does not contain 1 ft 
ers. Rods, 9 m. ong, are c ass1f·e1 into 3 s0zes according to diameter 
7 /16 111., 19/32 m., and 23/32 in. Tab e I shows the rod loads used in 
th var ous s es. Them speed was appro J.mately 120 rpm. 
3- 
Table I. Rod Load for Grinding Tests 
Total Number of rods 
Test Series weight-gm 7L16 19L32 23L32 
Quartz 8522 6 6 12 
Barite -A 8522 6 6 12 
Bar-Lt,e -B 4270 3 3 6 
Barite -C 4270 3 3 6 
Each of the 500-gm samples was placed in the rod mill, diluted with 
tap water to 50% solids, and ground the required number of revolutions. 
Energy input was measured in terms of revolutions by a revolution counter, 
placed directly on the end of the mille After the grinding, each sample 
was carefully washed from the mill into a bucket and set aside for size 
analysis. To insure uniformity of techniq e, the conminution of all 
samples ll1 a series was conducted by grinding one sample imnediately 
after another. 
SIZE ANALYSISo 
Being ground, each sample was wet screened at 65 mesh. The -65 por- 
tion was then wet screened at 270 mesh. Final y the three portions were 
dried in preparation fo dry screen analysis, wh ch was conducted lll the 
following mannero 
1. Screen the 65-mesh portion for 20 minutes on a set of screens 
composed of 10-, 14 , 20 , 28 , 35-, and 48- mesh. 
2. Combine the 48 from step 1. with the -65, +270- mesh portion 
f om wet screening, and screen this product on a set of screens composed 
-14- 
of 65-, 100-, 150 , 200-, and 270- mesh. The screening time is 20 
minutes. 
3. Combine the two minus 270-mesh portions, and weigh each of the 
fractions retained on the respective screens. 
4 Calculate the total (or ctllllulative) per cent passing each screen. 
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS• 
The data from the size analysis (Appendix) are presented by the 
log-log plots shown in Figs. 1, 2, 3, and 4. By extrapolating the straight- 
line portion of these curves to 100% passing, one obtains the size modulus 
-- K Next, the size modulus is plotted against energy input to obtain 
the curves shown in Fig. 5. 
This method o data presentation is employed because confirmation 
of existing relationships can readily be established by inspection. Thus, 
for the size-distribution curves, a slope of 1$00 proves the validity of 
the Andreasen postulate, Gaudin s relationship, and Schuhmann s equat on. 
If the curves sho a linear portion with slope other than 1.00, the valid- 
ity of both Gaudin sand Schuhmann's relationships is upheld, whereas that 
of the Andreasen postulate is not. As previously shown, Gaudin sand 
Schuhmann s equations are basical y identical, however, Schuhmann s 
equation is preferred, since it has' simple physical meaning''. (9) 
In the case of energy versus size-reduction plots, all of the laws 
reviewed here req ire that a og- og plot be a straight line Further, 
the value of n as calculated from the slope of the curve establishes 
which law is fo lowed. The reciprocai of the slope of the curves m 
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Figure 6--Graph Comparing Schuhmann's 
Equation to Gaudin's Equation 
(Data 1aken from Barite Test 
Series B--50 R~volutions). 
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Figures 1, 2, 3, and 4 illustrate hat the slope of the screen 
plots goes from the slope of the feed to a slope detennined by the grind- 
ing conditions. Apparently the first amount of energy input is required 
to bring the material to a constant slope, and every revolution there- 
after moves the curve laterally to the left. These graphs illustrate 
that the Schuhmann equation is valid for the material and grinding con 
ditions used. 
Fig. 6 presents the superiority of Schuhmannts equation over that 
of Gaudin. In the finer sizes, the points on the Schuhmann plot des- 
cribe a straight line much more clearly than do the corresponding points 
on a Gaudin plot. In the large-size range, deviation from linearity is 
less for the Schuhmann plot, although, as previously mdicated, the 
deviation is expected in the coarse sizes. 
The log-log plots of energy versus size-reduction (Fig. 5) show 
a relationship which in general is linear. Uniquely, the slope for 
barite test series A is identical to that for test series C, despite 
the fact that the rod load for series C was much less than that of 
series A. Of great interest is the observation that the slope in test 
series B, in which the feed was carefully sized, is much steeper, in- 
dicating a more efficient grinding operation. Since in a rod mill, 
grinding action is preferentially exerted on the coarse particles, the 
efficiency is expected to decrease with increasing content of fines. 
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DISCUSSION 
The curves presented in the preceding section provide a foundation 
for evaluating the various comminut on theories. The degree of correla 
tion of the experl.lllental evidence gathered here with each of the "laws" 
- Kicks, Bonds, Charles, and Rittinger s -- will be discussed separ- 
ately. 
KICK 
S:ince the verif·cation of K ck slaw requires n equal to 1 00, ·t 
1s obvious that these data do not support his theory. This fact is not 
surprising, for, as pointed out previously, very little conclusive proof 
of his law has been obtained. 
BOND0 
Although the values of n obtained are closer to the 1.5-required by 
Bonds theory, the d fference is such that no correlation is indicated 
It is important to remember that Bonds exponent 0s obtained by an aver- 
age of the res ts from many grmdmg tests on heterogeneous materials. 
This approach, though extremely pract cal and valuable in the problems 
of mill design, is ent rely emp rical, ap.d is not likely to lead to a 
fundamental grinding la. 
CHARLES: 
Within the limits of experimental accuracy, ·Charles equation is 
supported by all of the data gathered lll th·s investigation. This state 
ment does not prove that his equation descrubes comminution ma funda- 
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mental manner. Although Charles derivation is fairly rigorous, the 
value of this rigor is lost because of the empirical nature of the basic 
equation (Equation 8), which is the foundation of his derivation. Ac- 
tually, Charles describes a procedure wherein two arbitrary constants 
are used ta-yield an equation fitting the experimental observations. 
This approach is not funda~ental, has no value in predicting grindability, 
and is not valuable 1.r1 correlating bench tests with commercial conditions. 
RITTINGER: 
Of the four coimilinution theor es studied, Rittingerts theory appears 
to possess the most merit. This conclusion is based on two premises~ 
1. Experimental values of n from Fig. 5 are grouped in the vicinity 
of 2.0. 
2. The theory explicitly relates the useful energy to the new sur- 
face - a measure of size reduction. The fundamental nature of his equa- 
tion is in no way restricted by the fact that it can be derived from the 
basic equation. Rittinger sonly claim is that the energy useful in 
co:rmninution is directly proportional to the new surface produced. 
However, it 1s not meant to imply here that these data constitute 
a proof of ttinger s theory, since the llilportant parameters have been 
measured indirectly. The assumpt on that the useful energy is described 
as a constant fraction of the input energy is not firmly established. 
Further, the exact value of the proportuonality constant must be stated 
before the actual useful energy is known. As for the surface area, one 
would be extremely optimistic to supp se that it is adequately descr·bed 
by Schuhmann s equation. Surface area is re ated to size by the equation 
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6 s =-x 
It is clear, then, that particle size is a true measure of surface 
area only when q is defined. Gross and Zimmerly (7), and Gaudin and 
Hukki (5), present experimental evidence that q varies with particle 
size; and, therefore, a value of q for each particle size must be known 
before surface area is defined by the particle size. Of course, a better 
procedure would have been to measure surface area directly. Although 
this procedure is well within the realm of possibility, facilities for 
surface-area measurements are not available, and their construction is 
beyond the scope of this investigation. 
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SUMMARY AND CO CLUSIONS 
In this investigation, quartz and barite samples were ground in a 
rod mill, the products being analyzed with standard Tyler sieves. The 
results of size analysis were plotted to determine a size modulus k. 
Then to obtain information on energy-size reduction relationships, this 
size modulus was compared to the input energy. From these studies, the 
following conclusions are presented~ 
1. Schuhmann s size distribution equation is valid for these 
materials and grinding conditions. 
2. Kicks theory is not valid for these materials and methods. 
3. Bond's theory is likewise invalid for these conditions. 
4. Charles theory describes the data presented, but does not 
give an insight into a fundamental relationship between ener- 
gy and size reduction. 
5. Rittinger s theory was followed more closely than were Kickts 
and Bonds theories. However, because the parameters were 
measured in a relative manner, his theory could neither be 
proved nor disproved. 
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RECOMMENDATIONS 
It is obvious from this study that more investigation in the follow- 
ing areas is necessary• 
1. Studies should be conducted to determine the exact relation- 
ship between tne total energy used by a connninution device 
and the energy useful for comminution~ Furthermore, the 
studies should determine the distribution of energy in a 
connninution system, with particular empha~is on the relation 
between the useful energy and the new surface energy. 
2. Further studies are required to determine, for all homogeneous 
materials, the proportionality constant (q) between the surface 
area and particle size. To facilitate such studies, an appara- 
tus for the measurement of surface area should be constructed. 
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APPENDIX 
S1ze-D1.strib tion Data 
for Quartz and Barite 
Ground in a Rod Mill 
-29 
QUARTZ 
o t a 1 p rcentage P a s s 1 n g 
Tyl r Openings 
300 600 mesh inch • d 
100 200 400 500 
r Vo revo revo r v. revo r Vo 
10 Oo065 100.0 10 .o 
14 00046 62 4 97°5 lOOoO 
20 OoOJ28 4606 870 99o4 10000 
28 0.02.32 J5o4 6900 9.3ol 9908 lOOoO - - 
.35 Oo 164 2rj 5 52o7 74 7 9608 99°6 10000 lOOoO - - - 
48 0.0116 2 6 .39o0 54ol 79 O ~208 97 9 99o4 - 
65 o.o 2 15°7 29 3 'J9o7 5606 71°9 8208 9lo5 
10 o, 058 11 1 20o5 27o5 J8o4 48o9 57ol 6504 
150 000041 805 1508 2lo2 29u0 'JJo7 4Jo7 5008 - - 
200 000029 5 7 10.6 l4oJ 1808 24o2 2809 J4oJ - -- -- - --- 
270 0.0 21 .3 8.4 llol l4o0 20o5 24o2 2609 
BARITE -- Test S ries A 
T o t a l Percentage P a s s 1 n g 
Tyler 0 enings 
75 100 mesh inch s ed 25 50 
revo revo Vo revo 
6 OolJl l 0o0 - 
8 0 093 - - 
10 0o 5 7 oO - 
4 0o 46 57 8 9508 
20 o 0.32a 9 8 90o0 99°9 
28 0002,32 4 0 8 06 99°) lOOoO 10000 
35 0.016 .3 .3 6806 95o4 9~h4 99°9 
48 O.O 16 2 08 5Jo2 82o2 94ol 9806 
65 000082 1 6 390 63 7 79o4 9lo0 ·- 
100 0 0058 12 6 29ol 4408 5706 7lol ...... - 
150 OoO l 20 8 .35ol 45o4 56.5 - 
200 OoO 29 14 2 24o7 .3lo9 40o0 - 
270 0 021 8 12 l l9o 25o5 ,3lo6 
-.30 
BARITE -- Test S r1es B 
o t a l p rce ntage Passing 
Tyl r Openings 
50 
m sh inches d 25 100 
200 
r Vo revo Vo revo 
-- - 
6 Ool31 lOOoO 
8 o. 93 
- 
10 00065 OoO 7 °9 97°1 
14 0046 5406 87o5 99u9 
- -- 
20 OoOJ28 4108 7';.o6 99ol 
I-- - 
28 .0232 32°7 5708 93°7 lOOoO - 
35 0.0164 2 08 4508 8lo4 99o4 - - 
48 000116 l9oJ J4o5 62.s 94o2 
- 
65 • 082 l4o1 2506 47ol 80o2 - - - 
10 o005~ ')o7 l8o0 JJoO 59o0 
150 000041 7o4 l4ol 2508 4608 -- 
2 0 OoO 29 5 3 l0o2 l8o4 33«>3 - 
270 00002 4u3 804 4u') 2606 -  
BARIT - Te t Se its C 
- 
0 a l p • r C n t a g • a s s 1 n g 
T ltr penin s 
mesh inch s ed 25 50 100 200 400 
r Vo r v. r Vo revo revo 
6 Ool3l 10000 
8 0 093 -- 
10 Oo06 7604 96°3 99°9 - 
14 Oo 4 66 9 87 6 99°3 
20 0.0320 5808 76o2 9600 l00o0 - ·-- - , ___ - 
28 0.0232 50o9 6 0 2 86oJ 9')o2 
35 0 016 42 5 52o5 72ol 93°9 99°9 - - 
48 0o0ll 33 39°9 5408 78o5 97°5 10000 
65 000082 24o4 29 .3 40o5 60o2 a7.2 9809 - - 
100 000058 607 20 2 28o0 42ol 6600 9 o4 
150 0 041 1206 15 6 2lo7 3209 5206 7Bo5 _.._ 
200 000029 6 l0o9 15o~ 2Jo2 J7o2 58o2 - - 
606 
270 0021 6 6 8 6 I l2ol 
l8o4 2906 
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